Survey: Phytoremediation & biofuels – market analysis

Who are we?
By means of introduction, we are Dr. Hans-Jörg Otto and Lukas Brunbauer from ITS (Austria)
responsible for the coordination of Work Package 5 (WP5) as well as Zygimantas Kidikas from
Biovala (Lithuania) in charge of elaborating a market study for the Horizon 2020 RIA Project
Phy2Climate. The overall project is coordinated by Dr. Markus Ortner (ITS).
What?
In a nutshell, Phy2Climate WP5 aims at exploring potential business models for a process that
combines the production of biofuels (liquid, gaseous and solid) with the remediation of
contaminated soil through phytoremediation.
Why do we need your input/feedback?
In order to reach a sound understanding of needs, motives and lived practice of all parties
involved in the process.
Who are we addressing?
The survey will be addressed to stakeholders of the Phy2Climate process (see image below)
- landowners
- biofuel producers
- farmers
- refineries
- governmental bodies (and associated)
- landfills
- biomass pre-treatment
- (potential) consumers and traders
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How much time does it take?
The questionnaire should take approx. 15 minutes
What kind of questions?
- Common section: understanding your activity profile (5 questions)
- Experience with soil contamination and remediation (10 questions)
- Stakeholder specific questions: depending on your stakeholder profile you will receive
(11 to max. 19 questions)
- Closing: general comments and contact details if you want to receive updates (3
questions)
Where can I find the survey?
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/phy2climatemarket

Data protection issues
All the information and data provided through the survey will be managed and processed by ITS
Förderberatung GmbH and Biovala Ltd. The results of the survey as well as any eventual personal
data will be stored in ITS Förderberatungs’ drive and will be treated in compliance with Regulation
2016/679/EU (GDPR). The results of the survey will be published publicly in an aggregated and
anonymized form on Phy2Climate Deliverable 5.1 (Catalogue of regulatory issues and
opportunities). The results of the survey may be shared with all the project partners but shall not
be shared with external entities to the project. Any personal and/or company information will not
be shared.
We would really appreciate if you could provide us with your kind feedback. If you are interested
in a personal contact, please feel free to reach out to us.
Lukas Brunbauer
Zygimantas Kidikas
Markus Ortner

Lukas.brunbauer@its-foerderberatung.at
sales@biovala.lt
markus.ortner@its-foerderberatung.at

Looking forward to hearing from you.
Best wishes,
Lukas Brunbauer
Zygimantas Kidikas
Markus Ortner

